
19TH CENTURY THEATRE

Nineteenth-century theatre describes a wide range of movements in the theatrical culture of Europe and the United
States in the 19th century. In the West, they.

Her style was greatly admired by critics, such as George Bernard Shaw, who advocated realism. On the
musical stage, Harrigan and Hart innovated with comic musical plays from the s, but London imports came to
dominate, beginning with Victorian burlesque , then Gilbert and Sullivan from , and finally Edwardian
musical comedies at the end of the century. They used stage movements, vocal patterns, and characterizations
that were based on everyday life. Troupes known as Tommercompanies specialized in such burlesques, and
theatrical Tom shows integrated elements of the minstrel show and competed with it for a time. His rivalry
with the American actor Edwin Forrest -- sharpened by a quick temper on each side, and by anti-British
sentiment -- led to the Astor Place riot describe earlier in the chapter. Slim, with large dark eyes, Bernhardt
was a master of stage technique, but her chief asset was her voice, which was often compared to a golden bell.
Besides his improvements in staging, Macready sought to improve the repertoire. Sardou in particular was one
of the world's most popular playwrights between and  Laura Keene's theater gained a reputation for its scenic
splendor, and she herself became known as a strict and resourceful manager who popularized such innovations
as regular matinee performances and long runs of successful plays. Audiences The increase in numbers of
spectators and types of entertainments resulted in the construction of more playhouses throughout the western
world. In England, as we noted above, there was Madame Vestris. The Ensemble's productions utilised
detailed, historically accurate costumes and furniture, something that was unprecedented in Europe at the time.
Tree also commissioned new plays to exploit his love of spectacle and show off the expertise of the stage
technicians. The shows were performed by Caucasians in make-up or blackface for the purpose of playing the
role of black people. They were developed into full-fledged form in the next decade. At the National Theatre
in New York, it was a huge success and ran for over two hundred performances up to twelve times per week
until  She was responsible for the selection of plays and for the actors' stage diction. At the same time,
audiences had always treated theaters as places to make their feelings known, not just towards the actors, but
towards their fellow theatergoers of different classes or political persuasions, and theatre riots were a regular
occurrence in New York. Shakespeare was enormously popular, and began to be performed with texts closer
to the original, as the drastic rewriting of 17th and 18th century performing versions for the theatre were
gradually removed over the first half of the century. By the end of the 19th century, the process of scenic
design and construction had become standardized.


